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2042-09-03 11:58:07 Representative Rep LC224 has connected to the chat
2042-09-03 12:03:12 Service User Cust ENG0910 has connected to the chat
2042-09-03 12:03:20 Rep LC224: Hi. My name is ◼◼◼◼◼◼ and I am the Senior LoC
Assisted Suicide Service Manager assessing your application today.
2042-09-03 12:04:13 Cust ENG0910: hi
2042-09-03 12:04:35 Rep LC224: Thank you for joining our live chat session, and for
choosing Life Choices and Partners. It should take us around 60 (sixty) minutes to go through
everything, by which time I can make an assessment on whether your application is accepted
and processed.
2042-09-03 12:04:46 Rep LC224: Does this all sound okay so far?
2042-09-03 12:05:09 Cust ENG0910: yep all fine
2042-09-03 12:05:24 Rep LC224: Do you have any questions at this stage?
2042-09-03 12:06:15 Cust ENG0910: er no
2042-09-03 12:06:36 Rep LC224: Excellent. I can see that you have successfully answered
our security questions and facial recognition has verified your identity.
2042-09-03 12:06:58 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 12:07:13 Rep LC224: Could you just confirm your full name for me please?
2042-09-03 12:08:17 Cust ENG0910: ◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼
2042-09-03 12:08:35 Rep LC224: Thank you. Would it be okay if I refer to you as Mx ENG
during our discussion? This allows us to keep your identity safe.
2042-09-03 12:09:10 Cust ENG0910: sure
2042-09-03 12:09:45 Rep LC224: That’s great, Mx ENG. I’m looking through your
application, and I would like to go through a few things to ensure that everything is correct.
2042-09-03 12:10:09 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 12:10:31 Rep LC224: You’ve selected our Platinum LoC Assisted Suicide
package. Is that correct?
2042-09-03 12:10:40 Cust ENG0910: yes
2042-09-03 12:10:57 Rep LC224: And your region of residence is the North West district of
the Republic of England?
2042-09-03 12:11:03 Cust ENG0910: yes

2042-09-03 12:11:56 Rep LC224: This region is covered by the laws of the United Nations
and allows you as a citizen of such the right to make an application for an Assisted Suicide.
2042-09-03 12:12:01 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 12:12:42 Rep LC224: Before we process the request, tell me what lead to you
making an application with us.
2042-09-03 12:13:45 Cust ENG0910: why do you need that
2042-09-03 12:14:46 Rep LC224: We have a duty of care to ensure that all applications are
valid, completed with intent, and that you understand what it is you are applying for. It helps
me to complete my assessment if I understand what brought you to us. This is a standard
question we ask of all applicants and nothing to be concerned about, Mx ENG.
2042-09-03 12:15:14 Cust ENG0910: ok well its a last resort thing really
2042-09-03 12:15:49 Cust ENG0910: a was abused growing up and av had problems since
2042-09-03 12:16:18 Cust ENG0910: antidepressents dont work and a no this is the final
answer to find peace
2042-09-03 12:16:50 Cust ENG0910: so a went to your site and made the aplication
2042-09-03 12:17:33 Rep LC224: That’s great, thank you, Mx ENG, for being honest with
me. I would like us to discuss your situation in more detail later on.
2042-09-03 12:17:45 Rep LC224: Do you have any dependants, Mx ENG?
2042-09-03 12:18:02 Cust ENG0910: like kids
2042-09-03 12:18:44 Rep LC224: A dependant is a person who relies on another, especially
a family member. Therefore, a dependant could be a child, parent, or any other family
member that relies on you to help meet their individual needs.
2042-09-03 12:19:02 Cust ENG0910: ok
2042-09-03 12:19:15 Rep LC224: Just to clarify, Mx ENG, do you have any dependants?
2042-09-03 12:19:23 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 12:19:47 Rep LC224: That’s great, thank you, Mx ENG.
2042-09-03 12:19:55 Rep LC224: Can I ask where you heard of Life Choices and Partners?
2042-09-03 12:20:35 Cust ENG0910: online
2042-09-03 12:20:55 Rep LC224: Was that through an advertisement, or an online search?
2042-09-03 12:21:09 Cust ENG0910: online search
2042-09-03 12:21:27 Rep LC224: Excellent, thank you, Mx ENG.
2042-09-03 12:21:36 Rep LC224: Did you shop around and consider other agencies before
you made your application with us?
2042-09-03 12:22:44 Cust ENG0910: no a just liked what a red on your site should a done
2042-09-03 12:23:19 Rep LC224: I’m very happy our services suited your needs, and we are
delighted you chose to make an application with us.

2042-09-03 12:24:15 Rep LC224: As part of our Responsible Ethics policy, we have some
questions that we ask all applicants. It is important that you answer these questions with
honesty.
2042-09-03 12:24:27 Rep LC224: Is that okay?
2042-09-03 12:24:47 Cust ENG0910: sure
2042-09-03 12:25:14 Rep LC224: Our Platinum LoC Assisted Suicide package is our
highest value package, and therefore has the highest fees. Where have you acquired these
funds from?
2042-09-03 12:25:44 Cust ENG0910: a few different places
2042-09-03 12:26:10 Rep LC224: Can you give me a little more detail please?
2042-09-03 12:27:19 Cust ENG0910: sold my house got most of it from that
2042-09-03 12:28:29 Cust ENG0910: nd a cashed sum bonds that my grandma set up when
a was a kid
2042-09-03 12:29:37 Cust ENG0910: sold my jewellry there were some expensive pieces a
got when my grandma died and sold my car
2042-09-03 12:29:57 Cust ENG0910: a also saved some of my pay and a got a weekend job
that a just put into a savings account
2042-09-03 12:30:17 Cust ENG0910: the rest came from credit cards and loans
2042-09-03 12:31:15 Cust ENG0910: and a bit from a friend that gave me the rest
2042-09-03 12:31:41 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. That all matches up with your
online credit and banking records.
2042-09-03 12:31:53 Rep LC224: It sounds like you have made a number of significant life
changes leading up to requesting this service from us.
2042-09-03 12:32:54 Cust ENG0910: ye well like a said its a last resort thing
2042-09-03 12:33:09 Rep LC224: This brings me to the Mental Health and Capacity part of
the assessment.
2042-09-03 12:33:18 Rep LC224: In addition to our Responsible Ethics policy, we also hold
a duty of care to ensure all applicants are sound of mind, and fully understand the
consequences of our services.
2042-09-03 12:33:38 Rep LC224: Are you okay with answering a few health and wellbeing
questions?
2042-09-03 12:33:46 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:33:56 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG.
2042-09-03 12:34:04 Rep LC224: Do you have any current medical conditions?
2042-09-03 12:35:09 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:35:39 Rep LC224: Can you please give me more detail on this?
2042-09-03 12:36:42 Cust ENG0910: very severe depression

2042-09-03 12:37:27 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. I understand this may be difficult to
discuss, and I appreciate your continued honesty and candour during our discussion.
2042-09-03 12:37:42 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 12:38:43 Rep LC224: I can see from your medical records that you spent some
time in hospital last September. Could you tell me a little more about that, please?
2042-09-03 12:39:52 Cust ENG0910: ye a was sectiond and went on a scichiatrikt ward
2042-09-03 12:40:31 Cust ENG0910: a was only their for 2 weeks and then a was let out
2042-09-03 12:40:55 Rep LC224: And what reason was given for sectioning you?
2042-09-03 12:41:49 Cust ENG0910: a had some thoughts about killing meself an the
scanner at the employment center caught em
2042-09-03 12:42:08 Cust ENG0910: a ambulanse came and a went to hospital
2042-09-03 12:42:50 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. That information concurs with our
records. Well done on working hard to get better.
2042-09-03 12:43:25 Cust ENG0910: thanks
2042-09-03 12:43:34 Rep LC224: Are you currently taking any prescribed medication?
2042-09-03 12:44:03 Cust ENG0910: ye a antidepressent
2042-09-03 12:44:25 Rep LC224: Do you know the name of that?
2042-09-03 12:44:57 Cust ENG0910: hang on
2042-09-03 12:45:19 Rep LC224: Of course, Mx ENG. I’ll be waiting here.
2042-09-03 12:47:23 Cust ENG0910: paraloxetine 80 m g
2042-09-03 12:47:43 Rep LC224: Excellent. That matches our records.
2042-09-03 12:47:49 Rep LC224: Are you taking any other non-prescribed medication?
2042-09-03 12:48:41 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 12:49:01 Rep LC224: How many units of alcohol do you drink per week?
2042-09-03 12:49:37 Cust ENG0910: just 2 or 3 beers a night
2042-09-03 12:50:39 Rep LC224: So up to 42 units per week. Does that sound about right?
2042-09-03 12:51:12 Cust ENG0910: dunno ye
2042-09-03 12:51:32 Rep LC224: Do you smoke tobacco or marijuana?
2042-09-03 12:52:34 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:52:44 Rep LC224: Both tobacco and marijuana or just one?
2042-09-03 12:53:00 Cust ENG0910: both
2042-09-03 12:53:20 Rep LC224: And how many cigarettes of tobacco or marijuana would
you say you smoke each day?
2042-09-03 12:53:38 Cust ENG0910: like 10
2042-09-03 12:53:58 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. That’s excellent.
2042-09-03 12:54:06 Rep LC224: In the last 2 (two) months, have you used any illegal or
recreational substances?

2042-09-03 12:54:28 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 12:55:08 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. I have a couple of questions a little
more specific to the LoC Assisted Suicide services that we offer.
2042-09-03 12:55:16 Rep LC224: All of our Assisted Suicide services deal, in part, with the
termination of life. Is this clear to you?
2042-09-03 12:55:27 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:55:37 Rep LC224: Do you understand that for a service to be completed,
death will occur?
2042-09-03 12:55:49 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:56:09 Rep LC224: Do you understand that there are currently 0 (zero)
resurrection services available for general members of the public?
2042-09-03 12:56:18 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:56:38 Rep LC224: This means that, with current laws, death for members of
the general public is a permanent situation. Is that clear?
2042-09-03 12:56:54 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:57:34 Rep LC224: I apologise for going over the same questions again, but it
is important that you demonstrate a full understanding of the events and consequences of an
Assisted Suicide service.
2042-09-03 12:57:42 Rep LC224: Do you understand that completion of an Assisted Suicide
service will result in permanent death?
2042-09-03 12:58:18 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 12:58:39 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, can I ask what you wish to achieve by using our
Assisted Suicide services?
2042-09-03 12:59:49 Cust ENG0910: peace
2042-09-03 12:59:51 Cust ENG0910: finally
2042-09-03 13:00:30 Rep LC224: Many thousands of people have found our services helpful
in achieving this, Mx ENG.
2042-09-03 13:00:50 Rep LC224: With that said, have you considered alternative services
(including, but not limited to, psychiatric and psychological treatment options)?
2042-09-03 13:01:17 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:01:23 Cust ENG0910: a mean ye
2042-09-03 13:02:02 Cust ENG0910: a tride it an it dont work
2042-09-03 13:02:42 Rep LC224: I am sorry to hear that, Mx ENG. Thank you for
answering those questions.
2042-09-03 13:02:54 Rep LC224: Have you discussed your LoC Assisted Suicide
application with anyone else?
2042-09-03 13:03:28 Cust ENG0910: no

2042-09-03 13:03:48 Rep LC224: Would you like to discuss your situation and Assisted
Suicide with a trained counselor before we proceed any further?
2042-09-03 13:04:15 Cust ENG0910: no a just want it done
2042-09-03 13:04:27 Rep LC224: That’s fine, Mx ENG. You have the option to discuss the
issue with a trained counselor at any time before completing a transaction with us.
2042-09-03 13:04:35 Cust ENG0910: no its fine
2042-09-03 13:04:44 Rep LC224: That’s fine, Mx ENG.
2042-09-03 13:04:53 Rep LC224: Has anyone else asked you to make a LoC Assisted
Suicide application on their behalf?
2042-09-03 13:05:12 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:05:34 Rep LC224: Did you make the LoC Assisted Suicide application on
your own free will and based on your own personal desires and wishes?
2042-09-03 13:05:47 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 13:07:02 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, I am happy to let you know that it is of my
opinion that you are sound of mind, and have capacity. This means I believe you understand
our services, that you have requested them of your own free will, and that completion of a
LoC Assisted Suicide service will result in the ending of life and permanent death.
2042-09-03 13:07:18 Rep LC224: This means that we can now proceed with making an
application for a one time, one use, LoC Assisted Suicide licence.
2042-09-03 13:07:28 Cust ENG0910: great
2042-09-03 13:07:38 Rep LC224: In order for us to proceed, we must process the fee. Are
you ready to progress with this?
2042-09-03 13:08:38 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 13:08:50 Rep LC224: Are all of your funds currently available?
2042-09-03 13:09:37 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 13:09:57 Rep LC224: That’s great, thank you, Mx ENG. The fee for our LoC
Assisted Suicide service is as follows:
$1,800,000UND service fee.
Standard Universal Tax at a rate of 27.5% equalling $495,000UND.
An Administration Charge of only 3% equalling $68,850UND.
This brings the total amount to $2,295,000UND.
2042-09-03 13:10:17 Rep LC224: This charge includes the cost of making an application for
a single use licence for Life Choices and Partners to perform a LoC Assisted Suicide.
2042-09-03 13:10:37 Rep LC224: You have the right to redact an Assisted Suicide service
request within three hours of a licence being issued. Termination of contract guarantees a
refund of 30% of the total service charge minus the administration fee. After three hours, all

contracts are final and non-refundable. All Terms of Service are available on the Life Choices
and Partners website.
2042-09-03 13:10:49 Rep LC224: Is that all okay, Mx ENG?
2042-09-03 13:12:05 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 13:12:50 Rep LC224: That’s great, Mx ENG. On the screen above this chat box,
you will see that you can now go ahead and process your payment using your preferred
method.
2042-09-03 13:14:32 Cust ENG0910: done
2042-09-03 13:14:44 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. Please give me one moment.
2042-09-03 13:14:54 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 13:15:14 Rep LC224: That’s great, Mx ENG. That payment has gone through.
2042-09-03 13:15:22 Rep LC224: I will now process the application for a single use licence
for Life Choices and Partners to perform a LoC Assisted Suicide.
2042-09-03 13:16:24 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 13:16:44 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, that application has been successful and Life
Choices and Partners now hold a valid licence to perform a LoC Assisted Suicide on your
behalf.
2042-09-03 13:17:07 Cust ENG0910: good
2042-09-03 13:18:07 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, would you like to redact your request to
perform a LoC Assisted Suicide on your behalf at this time?
2042-09-03 13:18:19 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:18:27 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG.
2042-09-03 13:18:47 Rep LC224: Now there is a valid licence in place, we can discuss the
specifics of your request.
2042-09-03 13:19:02 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 13:19:22 Rep LC224: Our Platinum LoC Assisted Suicide service guarantees the
ending of life. The single use LoC Assisted Suicide licence permits Life Choices and Partners
to conduct a Lack of Consent Assisted Suicide on your behalf.
2042-09-03 13:20:25 Cust ENG0910: and it means a cant be arrested for it
2042-09-03 13:20:33 Cust ENG0910: a won't be legal responsible for it
2042-09-03 13:20:53 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, all of our services are completely legal.
2042-09-03 13:21:03 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, would you like to redact your request to
perform a LoC Assisted Suicide on your behalf at this time?
2042-09-03 13:22:13 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:22:33 Rep LC224: Could you please confirm the name and address of the
recipient?

2042-09-03 13:23:50 Cust ENG0910: ◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼
◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼◼◼◼ ◼◼◼ ◼ ◼◼ ◼◼ ◼
2042-09-03 13:24:10 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. What is your relationship to the
recipient?
2042-09-03 13:24:42 Cust ENG0910: a new him when a was growin up
2042-09-03 13:25:45 Cust ENG0910: he were me dads friend
2042-09-03 13:27:29 Cust ENG0910: a dun really wanna talk bout him
2042-09-03 13:27:49 Rep LC224: I understand, Mx ENG. We’re almost done.
2042-09-03 13:27:57 Rep LC224: To confirm, have you discussed the LoC Assisted Suicide
with the recipient?
2042-09-03 13:28:22 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:28:42 Rep LC224: To your knowledge, are they aware that a single use LoC
Assisted Suicide licence has been issued and that they have been named as the recipient of
our service?
2042-09-03 13:29:47 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:20:37 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. That’s excellent. I understand this
may be difficult for you, but it is important that we identify the correct person. On the screen
above, there is an image of an individual that we have taken from our records. Is that the
same person you have named above as the recipient?
2042-09-03 13:32:02 Cust ENG0910: ye
2042-09-03 13:32:32 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. The image has been removed now.
It is important that the recipient remain unaware of the LoC Assisted Suicide licence and
service request. If, at any point, we have reason to suspect that the recipient has become
aware of our intent to perform a Lack of Consent Assisted Suicide, we will terminate the
contract we have established today. Is that clear?
2042-09-03 13:33:19 Cust ENG0910: ye a wont say nothin
2042-09-03 13:33:34 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, please confirm for me that you have no
intentions of informing the recipient of our intent to perform an Assisted Suicide.
2042-09-03 13:34:11 Cust ENG0910: ye thats wright
2042-09-03 13:34:31 Rep LC224: Mx ENG, would you like to redact your request to
perform a LoC Assisted Suicide on your behalf at this time?
2042-09-03 13:34:50 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:35:22 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. We will endeavour to complete the
LoC Assisted Suicide within 3 (three) working days. If you wish to contact us, for any
reason, please do so by logging on to your account on the Life Choices and Partners website
and opening a ticket with us.
2042-09-03 13:35:30 Rep LC224: Is there anything else I can help you with today?

2042-09-03 13:35:48 Cust ENG0910: no
2042-09-03 13:36:08 Rep LC224: That’s great, Mx ENG. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for choosing Life Choices and Partners. Within the next 5 (five)
working days you will receive a direct notification to rate our service and give feedback.
2042-09-03 13:36:19 Cust ENG0910: k
2042-09-03 13:36:27 Rep LC224: Thank you, Mx ENG. Take care.
2042-09-03 13:36:39 Cust ENG0910: bi
2042-09-03 13:36:46 Customer Cust ENG0910 disconnected.
2042-09-03 13:38:16 Representative Rep LC224 archived log.

